
Forest Lodge

Welcome

Forest Lodge offers a superb accommodation to enjoy a relaxing time in the
Highlands of Scotland. This woodland Lodge has recently just been completed and
provides a high standard of accommodation in the heart of the Highlands. The Lodge
is an individual property set is the middle of private woodland; it is located some 8
miles west of the highland capital Inverness and some 3 miles from the tranquil
village of Beauly.

The dwelling consists of a spacious open living, dining and kitchen area. The living
are a large wood burning stove for those cosy nights in, large comfortable sofas and
a flat screen wall mounted television, free view and DVD player. There is also an
iPOD docking station, DAB Radio and integral CD unit.
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The solid oak kitchen is well fitted out with all the items you require. Or if you don’t
fancy cooking inside there is a purpose made barbeque beside the property just
adjacent to the rear decking for those summer evenings. If cooking is not your thing,
we can recommend many local restaurants from fine dining to cosy local cuisine.

This is an ideal place for couples to base themselves for exploring the surrounding
area, whether it be Salmon fishing on the nearby river Beauly, seeing the sites of
Loch Ness and Urquhart Castle, enjoying many of the local Golf Courses or just
relaxing with a glass of wine on the decking absorbing the view.

We can arrange luxury transport airport collection, we also have on site facilities for
Clay Pigeon shooting, and can take you down Loch Ness on our 6.5m RIB Power
Boat and you can enjoy champagne in Urquhart Bay overlooking the famous Castle.
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Whatever your holiday or Business plans are, we know you will enjoy your stay.

Accommodation:

1 double bedroom with king size bed and built in wardrobe, dresser, bedside tables
and lamps.

En-suite bathroom, with walk in double shower and large bath.

Dining, Living and Kitchen area – large, all open plan, large TV system and wood
burning stove.

Entrance hallway with coat hanging facility and boot storage area.

Electric heating throughout. Chest freezer in external room to decking rear.

External decking surrounding Bothy with seating and tables

Private parking – cars. Helicopter Landing available on site.

External Dog Kennel available, however pets in the Lodge are not permitted.

Secluded woodland location, with marvellous views over looking Ben Wyvis

This is an ideal location for you to have a relaxing holiday, please let us know if there
is anything you require prior to your arrival and we will do our very best to
accommodate your needs.
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Prices:

£ seasonal

Wood burning stove ready on arrival and full basket of logs. Additional firewood
charged at £5 per basket. Holiday starter packs available on request (milk, fresh
bread, eggs etc)

For further details and information on availability please contact John or Sarah on

01463 831153 or 07919 202994.

Forest Lodge, An Daraich, Wester Lovat, Beauly, IV4 7AZ.

www.lovathighlandbothy.co.uk


